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SCHOOL LIFE
FUNNY MATHS’ LESSON

On 5th and 6th February pupils from 1,, a "and,, b" class made their funny maths’s lesson.
Children presented to parents recital, sang songs, solving tasks and were involved in
mathematical rally. Their parents were participants, too and they saw their little first graders
seemed suddenly grown, knowledgeable and confident. Finally, parents were actively
involved in the final task and finished the lesson with magic words into beautiful posters,
sending their message to the children.
Victoria Stoynova- class teacher of 1a class

Unique success
Dariya Neycheva of 1b class won a gold medal at the national competition,, Road to Glory ".
The child has got an exceptional vocal talent. With her Rhodope songs she won the hearts of
the audience.
Dari, we are proud of you!
Mariana Naidenova- class teacher of 1b class

4th graders participated in the competition
,,How to celebrate Christmas in Germany”
Before Christmas the German Embassy in Bulgaria announced a competition. The topic was
,,How to celebrate Christmas in Germany ".
With big excitement and enthusiasm students from 4 classes took part in it, they drew
beautiful Christmas pictures. For their participation they were awarded with certificates of
gratitude.
Let they present themselves so well in the future again!
Viliana Delcheva, Nina Tareva and Gergana Stoitsova- class teachers of 4th classes

PROJECT “SUCCESS”
Section "Young Environmentalist ''
On February 4th there was a presentation of lesson of section "Young Environmentalist ''.

The topic was "Stretch and retraction a tent." With the assistance of Mrs. Eli Penisheva , a
representative of the tourist company '' Edelweiss '' - Mr. Kancho Mihov was invited as a
guest. He presented to the participants some special activities in the establishment of a camp
in the mountain. Then he explained and demonstrated the necessary equipment for the
experienced mountaineer that students need. Participants were listening with interest,
watching carefully all his actions. They found answers of all of questions they had.
Mr. Mihov praised students and expressed his hope that they will continue to save and love
nature.
Ivan Ganev-teacher of section "Young Environmentalist

Club "I am old enough -I can cook myself "
Besides the traditional Bulgarian cuisine dishes in the club students study the characteristics
of European cuisine: France - fruitcake, England - pudding, Italy - pasta and pizza, Bulgaria banitsa with cheese and Shopska salad.
To the study and preparation of various delicious specialties in the program are included
several visits to the restaurant, where children order lunch and each student gives assumption
how the dish is prepared .The most biggest surprise will be catering, which students are going
tto prepare to show what they have learnt in the club.
Tanya Nevleva- teacher of the club

LIBRARY-INFO CENTRE
142 YEARS FROM THE DEATH of the Apostle of FreedomVASIL LEVSKI
Born on July 18th , 1837 in Karlovo. Died on February 19th, 1873 near Sofia. He is an
ideologist and organizer of the Bulgarian national revolution, founder of the Internal
Revolutionary Organization and the Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee, Bulgarian
national hero. Levski is one of those political men, who is still alive with his ideas, courage
and activity, with the unity of word and activity. After his heroic death he became a flag of
everything clean, democratic and progressive in Bulgarian historical development.
Vasil Levski is democrat and fighter for "holy and pure republic" and above all freedom personal, national, common to all mankind. He is a fighter for equality between nations,
political and civil rights of ethnic groups and minorities, for democratic structure of society.
Elena Penisheva- librarian

IN THE WORLD OF JOBS
Historian
Historian is a specialist who does research, analyzes, records and interprets the past as it is
recorded in sources. Such sources are archives, records, newspapers and other publications,
photographs, interviews, films, and unpublished manuscripts, such as diaries or letters]
Historian does historical research on issues which are interesting for society and presents the
findings and theories in papers, newspapers or otherwise. He collects and assembles historic
data and then analyzes it. He traces the historical development in areas such as economics,
sociology or philosophy. He collects and analyzes data from books, periodicals, newspapers
to find enough material for his research.
Historian often speaks in front of various groups, organizations and clubs and presents his
activities. Sometimes he translates or orders the translation of materials related to the
research. He arranges the data based on its credibility and importance.
To work as a historian, you need higher historical education. You can work in different
universities , academia, research organizations and institutions, scientific societies.
Zdravka Petrova- pedagogical advisor

COMPETITION
Dear Participants of the Competition,
Dear Teachers,
According to National Geographic web site,the scientists of University in Alicante in Spain
for the first time can observe an uncanny occurrence of two jumbo stars merging into one
super massive star. Two stars in the MY Cam system both blue,
very hot and very bright, located about 13,000 lightyears from Earth in the group of Alicante
1, circle on a very tight orbit and as the astronomers state the stars are destined to merge into a
single, enormous star that will have a 60 times the mass of the sun. As The National
Geographic states, this unusual MY Cam system, visible throughout the Northern Hemisphere
in the Giraffe’s constellation is tracked by the astronomers with the powerful telescopes at the
Calar Alto Observatory. This binary system could be observed by astronomers-amateurs with
simple binoculars.
Inviting you to participate in the thirteenth edition of our competition, I encourage you to look
at the starry sky and to think about the mechanism of the star merger. You can realize how
little we know about the universe being out of our view, out
of our telescopes. And there is a lot of space for your imagination…
So, please look at the stars and draw or paint your work entitled:
My adventure in the Cosmos
Have a good time!
Participants:
Children category: Pupils aged: 6-9 years old, 10-13 years old.
Teenagers category: Students aged: 14-16 years old, 17-19 years
old.
Assessment of works:
The Jury will assess:
Grand Prix – a medal, a diploma, prizes in kind.
Prizes – a medal, a diploma.
Honorable mentions - a diploma.
The Organizator is allowed to donate the select works to charity. Awarded works will be published on the
website

